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10% of my cost of attendance—that is what I use as a pharmacy student outside 

of tuition and  rent.  Growing up with my dad who is a floor installer and my mom 

who is a waitress, income was always unsteady.  I learned to experience life’s 

“luxuries” when  my parents had  work and  learned to live without when  they did 

not.  It wasn’t until I went to my pharmacy school interview that I realized I will be 

experiencing my life’s most expensive luxury thus far, a professional education. 

In order to minimize school loan debt,  I elected to experience the next four years 

with sensible strategies of active financial planning and  living frugally! 

 
I will like to share with you the steps I took to limit my cost of attendance: 90% of 

which went towards tuition and  rent and  10% of which went towards the rest. 

 
Step  1:  Work ‘n Save 

Between my bachelor’s education and  my pharmacy education, I had  a break. 

During my “year off,” I worked in the operations department of a firm managing 

energy-efficient electrical retrofitting.  This was a M-F 8-4:30pm position, which 

allowed me to tutor high school math during the evenings and  teach beginning 

piano on Saturdays.  Smart  choices and  controlled spending allowed me to save 

30,000 dollars in my year  off.  I used my savings and  the subsidized federal 

Stafford loan available at the time to pay for my first year  tuition and  rent, saving 

over 10,000 dollars in interest over four years. 

 
Step  2:  Work-study 

During my didactic years in pharmacy school, I took advantage of the federal 

work-study  offered.  I worked  the front desk  at the housing office as well as the 

one  at the gym for a combined 15 hours  per week.   In my free time, I can study 

for the boards on the job.  Over the course of this year,  my rotation year,  I 

worked at the registration or the refreshment table of blood drives hosted by the 

American  Red Cross during my blocks off.  My work-study  funds do not touch 

my tuition or rent, but it does cover for my other expenses like food, 

transportation, and  insurance. 

 
Step  3:  Affordable Housing 

The school’s tuition rate is set, but my housing still has room for movement. 

Outside of tuition, rent was my most costly expense. Having lived on campus in 

a non-air-conditioned unit with shared bath in the un-renovated “traditional 

residence halls” has been one  of the smartest decisions I have  made.  I walked 

to and  from school, which enabled me to save on gas and  car maintenance.  I 

also ate at “home” for lunch.  This spared me the bill of eating out and  the 

transportation fee to get there.   However,  I saved the most on rent this when  I 

moved  back home  this year  for distant rotations! 

 
Step  4:  Affordable Transportation 



I drive a small economy car with an average of 28 MPG.  This saves on gas, 

which added up during fourth year  rotations.  I also temporarily held my car 

insurance over the summers and  restarted it come  fall, as I flew home  to 

California and  left my car on campus over the summers.  This cut $250 per year 

from my auto insurance for three  years! 

 
Step  5:  Waiting for Forever 

Last but not least, the biggest sacrifice I’ve had  to make  is seeing my boyfriend 
once  every  six months.  Instead of flying back and  forth between the West Coast 

and  the Midwest, we agreed to talk on the phone each day and  Skype  each 

night.  Long distance relationships are hard,  but we made it work. 

 
To help me through  these changes, I attended church  once  a quarter, and  I lived 

by a scripture I read  on a cushion, “Faith is being sure  of what you hope  for and 

certain of what you do not see.”  Through  financial awareness, a modest lifestyle, 

and  active planning, I feel I am walking away  with less debt and  into a better 

future.  I continue to enjoy the student life and  look forward to the future. 


